
Cecilia

Christine

Dolly

Alexia

Audrey

Emma

Alessandra

Vera

Tops

All of the above can be ordered in a solid (cotton sateen or satin), print or lace/overlay.

Mix & Match Linesheet

(Halter or spaghetti strap)

Charlotte Molly

Lucy
(Corset or Zipper)

Misty
(Off the shoulder tulle)

Updated: More boning

Updated: More boning



The lower styles are sheer bodices with a lining.
Please note your lace/embroidered overlay, the bust lining will be chosen to match the bottom itʼs
paired with.
Choose options for back or lining where available.

Mix & Match Linesheet

Markova

Diana
A) Open Back with buttons

B) Zippered Back

Poet
Options A or B

Kate

Lining options: You can mix & match these between bodices

A) B) C)

OR

OR



Bottoms
Can be combined with most fabrics from the Top category, including lace &

embroidered overlays. Sheer fabrics will be lined.

(non tulle)

Tiered Maxi

Trumpet
Sheath (Mini, Knee)

Circle Cut (Mini,
Knee, Tea or Floor)

Half circle (Mini,
Knee, Tea or Floor)

*NEW* Floor length circle
cut with subtle high low
(crinoline built into hem

fur fullness)

Pleated (Mini,
Knee, Tea or Floor)

Gathered (Mini,
Knee, Tea or Floor)



Can be combined with any thing from the top category.
Current colours: Diamond white (light ivory), black, navy, blush,

light pink, hot pink

Tulle Skirts
Princess
Extra full with layered overlays,
available in tea or floor length

Vintage 
Circle cut tulle with fitted mini &

open front. Available in knee, tea
or floor length.

Classic

Circle

The following 2 styles are
available in cocktail (20”),

knee (25”), tea (32”) or
�oor (44”). All lengths are
measured from the waist.



GOWNS (NEW!)

Trumpet Gown:
Can be ordered in solid (cotton sateen or

satin), prints, or lace/embroidered overlays)
Choose with or without small train.

Tulle Mermaid Gowns:
Can be ordered in solid (cotton sateen or satin), prints or lace/embroidered

overlays). With or without train (train length can be customized).
Note body fabric & tulle colour when ordering.

Classic Circle cut Trimmed multilevel

Can be ordered with the Alessandra, Alexia, Emma, Siouxsie or Audrey Bodices


